Medicare Experience Suggests Americans Should Expect Massive Fraud with Nationalized Health Care
I. Democratic Proposal for More Government-Run Health Care

“My experience with the federal government is if the government runs something it usually costs me more and gives me less.”

Driven by President Barack Obama’s campaign promise to “fix a broken health care system,” House Democrats have introduced a health care reform bill, the “America’s Affordable Health Choices Act (H.R. 3200),” to implement universal health care. The legislation creates, extends or expands 33 entitlement programs, and creates 53 additional government offices, bureaus, commissions and programs.

Using individual mandates, employer mandates and tax penalties, H.R. 3200, the Democrat bill, forces every individual to maintain a certain government-determined minimum level of coverage or, if found out of compliance, pay a tax. Employers must offer their employees a choice of an approved health plan or pay an 8% tax on their payroll. To achieve universal coverage, a government-run public health insurance plan will be created to compete with private insurance plans. The reforms will be paid for in part by a heavy surtax on wealthy families and individuals: up to 5.4% of adjusted gross income above $350,000 for joint filers. These taxes will likely rise as health care costs increase.

The government-run “public option” plan may mirror another government-run health care program: Medicare. Medicare – a federal entitlement program established in 1965 to provide health insurance to individuals 65 and older – has been expanded over the last four decades to cover certain individuals under 65, and now covers 45 million people at a cost of $492 billion per year. The average yearly cost to the program per beneficiary is $10,933. In contrast, the average cost per year for a Federal employee obtaining coverage under the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program is only $5,573. The bulk of Medicare funding comes from tax dollars – payroll taxes and taxes on benefits account for nearly 48% of the program’s income, while 40% comes from general revenue. Beneficiary premiums only make up 12% of Medicare’s income. Without transfers from the general fund of the Treasury, the Medicare program would already be insolvent.
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According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Medicare expenditures represent 3.5% of gross domestic product (GDP). In comparison, total defense spending amounts to only 4.3% of the GDP, and this is likely to decrease as we drawdown in Iraq. Spending on Medicare is increasing more quickly than the economy, and the Medicare Trust Fund will become insolvent in 2019. If unchecked, Medicare expenditures are expected to increase to almost 13.5% of GDP by 2080.

Using the Medicare model will open the public option to the same pitfalls as Medicare. Because the government sets Medicare payments at below-market rates, there is a tremendous amount of cost shifting in the current system. Cost shifting occurs when, as a result of federally initiated payment cuts, providers – both hospitals and physicians – shift costs to, and ultimately increase prices for, private payers. “When providers’ prices rise and neither public nor private payers’ compensation follows suit, consumers pay more. The result is that people lose coverage.”

Fraud and improper payments are also rampant in Medicare. According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), improper payments in the Medicare Fee-for-Service (FSS) and Medicare Advantage programs were estimated to be $17.2 billion for fiscal year 2008. GAO estimates that as much as 10% of overall health care spending is lost to fraud. More troubling, the “America’s Affordable Health Choices Act” will apply the same ineffective anti-fraud and abuse protections to the public insurance plan that the Medicare program uses, leaving the door open to the same types of waste and fraud as those currently plaguing Medicare. The following sections of this report discuss in greater detail the improper payments and fraud in the current government-run system.

II. Medicare and Its Failings: An Overview

“In a decade and a half of public service, this was the most disheartening, disgusting day I have ever spent. We have to fix this.”

Medicare is rife with waste, fraud and abuse. This is particularly troubling because all dollars flowing into the program for administrative costs, benefits and oversight are taxpayer dollars. Likewise, all dollars flowing out of the program for legitimate claims, fraudulent or false claims, and improper payments are also taxpayer dollars.
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Since 1990, the GAO has placed Medicare on its High Risk Series due to “growing concerns about the quality of fiscal oversight, which is necessary to prevent inappropriate spending.”\textsuperscript{17} There is no reason to believe the Democrats’ proposal for government-run health care would offer greater oversight.

In a revealing \textit{ABC News} investigative piece on Medicare fraud, a Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of the Inspector General (HHS-IG) agent, Christopher Dennis, noted the ease of committing Medicare fraud against the Government.\textsuperscript{18} He attributed the simplicity of carrying out the schemes to the antiquated methods of preventing and detecting fraud. Agent Dennis said:

\begin{quote}
I think you’ll find it’s easy…because Medicare is set up on rules and regulations that were set up decades ago. We’re trying to govern, detect and prevent fraud with a system that was established many years ago, in 2009.\textsuperscript{19}
\end{quote}

To reiterate, H.R. 3200, the Democrats’ universal health care bill, utilizes the same anti-fraud framework as the current Medicare system. Crooks are evading the current framework, and it is inevitable that they will perpetuate their schemes to an even greater extent under a government-run universal health care system.

\textbf{A. Improper Payments}

GAO estimated the government made a total of $72 billion worth of improper payments in fiscal year 2008. The Medicare FFS program suffered $10.4 billion in losses due to improper payments, and Medicare Advantage lost $6.8 billion.\textsuperscript{20} By statute an improper payment is defined as:

\begin{quote}
Any payment that should not have been made or that was made in an incorrect amount (including overpayments and underpayments) under statutory, contractual, administrative, or other legally applicable requirements. It includes any payment to an ineligible recipient, any payment for an ineligible service, any duplicate payment, payments for services not received, and any payment that does not account for credit for applicable discounts.\textsuperscript{21}
\end{quote}

According to GAO, improper payments can be attributed to the provision of services that are not medically necessary, mistakes in coding, and insufficient documentation.
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Additionally, “errors in transferring data, interpretation of data, payment calculations, and incorrect diagnoses resulting in incorrect beneficiary risk scores” cause improper payments in the Medicare Advantage program.22

Currently, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) does not estimate improper payments for Medicare Part B, the Supplementary Medical Insurance, and Medicare Part D, the prescription drug benefit. Were Parts B and D added to the analysis, it is almost certain these improper payments would be even higher. While a portion of these improper payments are honest mistakes, there is little doubt that a large portion are outright fraud against the government.

B. Out of Control Fraud: By the Numbers

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), HHS, the HHS-IG, and GAO routinely uncover fraud and other abuses that cost taxpayers billions of dollars each year. The government-run health care system proposed by President Obama and Congress will undoubtedly suffer the same failings. The dollar amounts lost due to fraud in our existing government-controlled health care programs are astounding.

In 2007, all health care spending in the U.S. exceeded $2.2 trillion.23 The federal government pays more than one third of this total.24 With regard to fraud in the current government system, Attorney General Eric Holder stated: “By all accounts, every year we lose tens of billions of dollars in Medicare and Medicaid funds to fraud.”25

In 2008, the DOJ filed 502 criminal health care fraud cases charging 797 defendants. These cases culminated in 588 convictions. At the end of fiscal year 2008, DOJ had another 773 criminal health care fraud cases pending that involved 1,335 defendants.26 Since 1997, DOJ and HHS have recovered more than $14 billion in criminal fines and civil settlements.27

Although DOJ recovered $1.48 billion in fiscal year 2008, taxpayers fronted $1.13 billion for “program integrity activities and health care fraud enforcement” to recover this money.28 In essence, only $350 million were recovered – an amount equal to 96.012 of the annual federal budget. This figure is a pittance when compared to the $60 billion total dollars lost annually to health care fraud. Despite our federal law enforcement officials’ best efforts, these numbers provide more evidence that a government-run health care system is not the answer.
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III. Egregious Medicare Fraud Cases

“We’ve seized luxury homes on waterfront properties. We’ve seized boats, we’ve seized bank accounts, jewelry worth thousands of dollars. They’re [the criminals] just killing the Medicare program and living the high-life off of it.”

A. In Recent Years

Before Congress races to create another massive entitlement modeled after Medicare, existing systemic fraud should be more fully addressed. Since 2005, in the Miami area alone, seven teams of prosecutors, federal auditors and FBI agents have charged more than 700 people for fraudulently billing Medicare for over $2 billion; only $350 million has been recouped.

Scams including fraudulent billing for services not rendered, goods not delivered, or for care given at non-existent clinics are increasingly common, yet these crimes often go unnoticed for years. Medicare anti-fraud “strike forces,” comprised of federal agents and U.S. Attorneys, have made significant gains in routing out Medicare fraud, but their task will balloon if Democrats are successful in enacting universal health care. Anecdotal evidence of the vulnerabilities in the system includes the following cases:

*ABC News* reports one convicted criminal said he made about $8 million over seven years by fraudulently billing Medicare. The convict, now serving time in federal prison, told the media “We would make anywhere between a million to $2 million in a short time frame, maybe two, three months.” He said bilking the government allowed him to purchase “Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini, exotic cars – [I] had a nice, I lived a good life.”

In October 2008, a Miami doctor named Ana Alvarez-Jacinto was convicted and sentenced to 30 years for her role in a massive scheme to defraud the government of $119 million in HIV-infusion Medicare payments. Jacinto and her co-conspirators brought HIV positive patients to a rehabilitation center in Miami, paid them kickbacks,
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and administered or prescribed medically unnecessary infusions.\textsuperscript{36} Jacinto and a nurse who participated in the scheme were ordered to pay approximately $8.3 million in restitution.\textsuperscript{37} It is unlikely the government will ever fully recover these taxpayer dollars.

Sadly, the elderly are the most harmed victims in many of these fraud schemes. Crooked doctors prey on elderly people, padding their pockets by ordering unnecessary procedures and then billing taxpayers through Medicare. According to Sacramento, California’s \textit{CBS13 News}, in September 2008, seven doctors were implicated in a fraudulent billing scheme.\textsuperscript{38} One doctor and his co-conspirators shuttled elderly people to an office in Carmichael, California, “so they could be treated for illnesses they didn’t have."\textsuperscript{39} Additionally, the doctors were also accused of “receiving kickbacks for letting their credentials be used, as well as for ‘ping-ponging’ patients—sharing them and then billing Medicare together.”\textsuperscript{40}

Purported durable medical equipment (DME) suppliers have discovered methods of exploiting Medicare’s vulnerabilities. \textit{ABC News} accompanied federal agents in South Florida as they visited bogus DME suppliers’ offices. Together, they visited purported DME facilities, only to find them vacant, set up to perpetrate a scam. Scam artists have stolen “more than $1.5 billion in the last three years” by setting up fictitious store fronts.\textsuperscript{41} Through Operation “Wack-a-Mole,” federal agents made unplanned visits to 1,581 DME suppliers and discovered that 491 were fictitious store fronts submitting bogus bills to the government and stealing taxpayer dollars.\textsuperscript{42}

GAO estimated that between April 2006 and March 2007, Medicare overpaid $1 billion dollars for DME, a large part of this being false claims.\textsuperscript{43} Over the course of 2007 and 2008, several owners of DME companies were sentenced to various terms of prison and/or probation and ordered to pay more than $6.4 million in restitution for submitting false claims for aerosol medications and oxygen concentrators that were not medically necessary.\textsuperscript{44} The criminals colluded with Medicare beneficiaries and a physician giving them kickbacks in order to bill the government for superfluous supplies.\textsuperscript{45}

In July 2008, GAO found systemic problems in the screening and enrollment process for Medicare’s DME suppliers. Like would-be criminals, GAO investigators were able to set
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up a fictitious DME business and get clearance from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services to begin billing the government.\textsuperscript{46}

In February 2009, GAO identified systemic practices leading to abuses in the home healthcare program within Medicare.\textsuperscript{47} Specifically, Medicare providers overstated the severity of a beneficiary’s condition through a practice referred to as “upcoding,” provided kickbacks, and billed for services not rendered.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{B. Fraud Occurring by the Minute in Medicare}

The fact that new Medicare anti-fraud strike forces continue to be established around the country is a signal that fraud is still rampant in the health care sector, especially in the Medicare program.

In June 2009, the Department of Justice indicted 53 people in Detroit for submitting more than $50 million in false claims to Medicare. In most of these cases, providers billed Medicare for medically unnecessary treatments that were never provided. The alleged offenses include conspiracy to defraud Medicare and violations of anti-kickback laws in addition to the criminal false claims charges.\textsuperscript{49}

In July 2009, three new Medicare fraud cases were reported in one week in the Houston area, home to one of the newest strike forces. In one case, investigators uncovered a “pill mill” that was filing millions of dollars in false Medicare claims for services not rendered, as well as illegally distributing narcotics. In another Houston case, the owner of a physical therapy clinic was accused of bribing patients into signing blank forms for false Medicare claims. Nationally, three other cases were reported the same week, with potential losses to Medicare totaling over $285 million.\textsuperscript{50}

The above referenced incidents are only a few examples of the fraud that runs rampant through our health care system in general and through Medicare in particular. According to FBI Director Robert Mueller, the FBI obtained 408 convictions for health care fraud and recovered $643 million thus far in fiscal year 2009. Moreover, the FBI is investigating at least 2,400 open cases of health care fraud.\textsuperscript{51} The strike forces are to be commended for toiling away at their unending task to recover taxpayer dollars nonetheless this is only a portion of the total losses.
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IV. Conclusion

“[Medicare fraud] is an epidemic…It is across the nation, and it is disgusting and it really needs to stop.”52

Once the trillions of dollars that Democrats want to pump into a new government-run health care system is coupled with a lack of any substantive proposal to safeguard against fraud, there will be virtually no limit to the theft of taxpayer dollars. Last year Citizens Against Government Waste testified that there is a “continuing problem of out-of-control fraud in the Medicare program” and because of that “Medicare should be fundamentally restructured and reformed.”53 Enhanced penalties and more money thrown at the problem are not going to effect real reform.

George Washington University’s Medical Center (GWUMC) released a report on the prevalence of health care fraud, both public and private, in June 2009. The report concluded in part that “comprehensive efforts to both detect and deter fraud system-wide are essential to national health reform.”54 The report further advised “As the national health reform legislation takes shape, keeping an attentive eye on anti-fraud provisions will be a critical element of reform.”55 The experts at GWUMC argued the “central issue” in health reform is “whether anti-fraud safeguards are a firm, fixed feature of final reform legislation.”56 Despite some small proposed tweaks, the public system in H.R. 3200 takes the same weak and ineffective approach to reducing fraud as the Medicare model. While private companies have clear profit motivations to reduce fraud, an expanded government controlled health care system run by bureaucrats does not. Expansion of government run health care, based on the Medicare model, threatens to further institutionalize failing anti-fraud provisions and substantially increase the billions of taxpayer dollars lost to fraud and abuse.

The amount of waste, fraud and abuse currently thriving in the health care sector is staggering, and real health care reform must start by addressing it. The National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association cautioned:

As national health care reform legislation is considered and debated in the halls of Congress and at dinner tables across America, we urge decision-makers and citizens alike to give focus to the problem of health care fraud. Any effort to reform our
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health care system without seriously and thoughtfully addressing health care fraud will be, in our opinion, tragically flawed.\textsuperscript{57}

Regrettably, such systemic reforms are absent from the Democrat’s “America’s Affordable Health Choices Act.” Universal government-run health care will offer nothing but a larger scale version of Medicare when it comes to waste, fraud and abuse. Any expansion of existing problems in our entitlement programs will open the door wider for criminals to steal more taxpayer dollars.
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